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HOPEX Power Studio 

Customize almost every component of HOPEX including metamodel, attributes, user desktops, reports, and 
much more. 

Customize HOPEX to the specific needs of your organization 

 Customize the metamodel  
Modify and create object types,  
links and attributes  

 Create compelling new reports   
Create advanced report templates 
with custom filters including bar 
charts, pie charts, graph reports  

 Adapt collaborative tools to  
your needs    
Create and configure workflows, 
questionnaires and assessment 
templates

Benefits

Customize almost every component of the HOPEX platform to adapt it to the specific needs and context 
of the organization. Metamodel and attributes, navigation trees, object properties pages, diagram types, 
modeling rules, and user desktops can be customized to your needs. Collaborative workflows can be adapted 
to fit how your organization works. Assessment campaigns and questionnaires can also be tailored to put 
some focus on specific areas of your business.

Create custom reports using report templates to improve decision-making. Change the layouts, charts, 
colors, fonts, and filters to allow end-users to perform simple queries.

Additionally, users can create custom queries from the repository through the report dataset feature. 
Extracted data can then be displayed using multiple types of reports such as line charts, bar charts, pie 
charts, radars, graphs, word clouds, tables and matrices. Data can also be exported to third party Business 
Intelligence solutions through available export tools.  
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Key Features

Customize HOPEX components   

 Modify repository structure: create object types 
(MetaClasses), links (MetaAssociation), characteristics 
(MetaAttributes), modify object and link type

 Create metamodel extensions using command files
 Customize navigation trees, property pages, input 

matrices, list view, menus, etc.
 Create and configure workflows through 

implementation macros
 Customize e-mails and notifications
 Create and configure diagram types, add new 

shapes with the Shapes Editor tool
 Create questionnaires and assessment templates

Create custom deliverables and reports

 Create MS Word report template, define RTF 
descriptors

 Generate HTML website based on HOPEX objects in 
the repository 

 Report Studio
 Create custom reports and define report templates 

including layouts, charts, colors, fonts and filters
 Create Graphsets to define custom graph reports
 Create custom queries with the Report DataSet feature

Use APIs

 Get access to the repository and perform actions on 
the repository

 Execute code using APIs with macros in VB Script, 
Java and C#

 Use out-of-the-box web services:
 Object imports to update repository data (i.e.: 

MetaClasses, Properties, MetaAssociationEnds)
 Object exports to extract repository data (i.e.: 

MetaClasses, Properties, MetaAssociationEnds) to 
populate external tools

 DataSet exports to extract organized repository data 
(i.e.: MetaClasses, Properties, MetaAssociationEnds) to 
populate external reporting tools

HOPEX Platform
Work as you want using the HOPEX platform to connect 
business, IT, data, and risks perspectives in a single platform 
that easily integrates into your digital ecosystem. Build a digital 
representation of your business, collaborate with stakeholders, 
align on business objectives, and demonstrate the immediate 
business value of your projects.

Modify repository structure

Create custom queries

Create custom reports
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